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AR - CDRA air-save pump failure  - 5A
 FOD ingestion resulted in pump seizure
 Suspect loose desiccant pellets in plumbing after assembly, ingested
at start-up in micro-g
 Launched replacement pump and replaced failed pump during
Stage 5A.1
 Installing sock filters in line upstream of pump to preclude
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• Carbon Dioxide 
Removal Assembly
• 4BMSX
• Challenges with current SOA
• Dusting
• Availability




• Sorbent characterization efforts
• Mechanical crush strength (MSFC)





• Micromeritics ASAP 2020
• Volumetric adsorption capacity analysis









• Temperature Control 
Bath
• Analysis Gases
• ASAP 2020 software package
• Sample preparation
• Free space measurement





















Markers are empirical 
























• Langmuir 3-site Model
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Name Manufacturer Form Factor Type
Grade 544 13X Grace Davison Bead Zeolite
BASF 13X BASF Bead Zeolite
Grade 522 5A Grace Davison Bead Zeolite
Grade 514 4A Grace Davison Bead Zeolite
APG-III Honeywell UOP Bead Zeolite
VSA-10 Honeywell UOP Bead LiLSX
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• Issues observed 
• Data deviation at low pressures with analysis 
of the same sample
• Sorbent activation performed on Analysis Port 
rather than designated Degas Ports
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Procedural Lessons Learned
• Tailored sample analysis parameters
• Current settings best for 13X, 5A
• LiLSX VSA-10 and APG-III materials 
show better CO2 sorption capacity
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